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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Hawkish ECB speak to limit downside for EUR   

USD Data void to give the greenback space to drift higher 

JPY In the headlights as investors await announcement of new BoJ Governor     

GBP Fears of a peak in rates to weigh          

 
Overnight comment – Kazuo Ueda for the top job?   

UST yields nudged lower in the Asian session but broadly held yesterday’s sell-off. Asian 
equities tracked US equities lower, although the Topix was an exception, ending the 
session a fraction higher. The DXY index was little changed through the Asian session, 
hanging onto yesterday’s gains. In Japan, Deputy Governor Amamiya spoke in the Diet. 
In response to questioning he noted “I don’t think there is a need for further adjustments 
for more flexibility at this stage”. This underscores his position as the continuity candidate 
for the top job. The government is expected to make the announcement of its nominations 
next Tuesday. USD/JPY was little changed in the wake of his comments. Late in the 
session, the Nikkei reported that the government was considering Kazuo Ueda for the top 
job as Amamiya refused the job. USD/JPY dropped to 131.0 in the wake of the move. 

We assume that the drop reflects that fact that any new Governor is likely to be less 
dovish than Kuroda and Amamiya was likely to be the most dovish option. 
 

The RBA released its statement on monetary policy pointing to further modest rate hikes 
alongside an upgrade to the near-term inflation forecast. In China the CPI pushed higher 
as expected, rising 2.1%YoY but the PPI dropped a little more than expected, falling 
0.8%YoY.  
 
It was a quiet start to the European session. EUR/USD was little changed through most 
of the session but pushed a little higher in early trade to sit at 1.0735 as Europe 
opens. UK GDP was weaker than expected in December dropping 0.5%MoM. This left 

Q4 GDP at 0.0%QoQ, suggesting that recession has been avoided for now. Most 
components were firm in Q4 but net trade was much weaker than expected. It remains 
likely that the UK will experience consecutive quarters of negative growth at some stage 
in 2023. GBP/USD was little changed in the wake of the data and sits around 1.21 
as Europe opens.    

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – GDP (%MoM, Dec)  -0.3/0.1 

US – U Mich consumer confidence (DI, Feb) 65.0/64.9 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. UK GDP for December and for Q4 is due. The BoE’s Pill also speaks but given 

that he has already spoken numerous time since the recent policy meeting, it seems 
unlikely that he will say anything new.  
  
US. The lone release is the U Michigan consumer confidence index. The labour market 

is solid and financial markets have been buoyant. However, 30yr mortgage rates have 
edged a little higher of late as have gasoline prices. Any move higher in consumer 
sentiment is likely to be modest. Inflation expectations will remain a focus. Waller and 
Harker both speak at a crypto conference, which is not an especially promising backdrop 
for commentary on the policy outlook.  

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
US January data to hint at a re-acceleration of activity and some less comfortable inflation numbers 

This week there has been a dearth of data but next week the economic reports come thick and fast and we expect that these 
reports will show activity levels picking up, despite the aggressive Fed policy tightening in the back half of 2022. They should 
also show inflation looking a little more persistent.   
 

The prime exhibit is auto sales. These were very strong in January and will drive auto sales sharply higher. However, the pick 
up in retail sales is not just a function of activity in the auto space. Ex auto sales will also be firm. US gasoline prices 
have picked up in January but the January payrolls data show aggregate income (wages x employment x hours worked) 
running at elevated levels of over 8%. Mortgage rates edged lower on the month but the US has one of the highest 
rates of fixed rate mortgages in the developed world, which means only new home owners face higher mortgage costs. 
For most consumers higher mortgage rates have limited impact. 
 
It is not just auto sales and consumer spending. The industrial production data next week are set to rebound in January 
after a drop in December. In addition, the NAHB index looks as if it has bottomed. The downward pressure on the 
housing market looks to be easing too. The very significant easing in financial conditions will boost corporate activity in 
coming months. The Fed Chair Powell may not have pushed back against the rapid easing of financial conditions of 
late but for a Chair who has previously suggested financial conditions were a key channel via which policy worked, there 
must be some unease with the degree to which conditions have eased. This has been evident in the commentary of 
Powell’s FOMC colleagues this week. They may not want to hike a lot more but there is a strong desire to keep policy 
tight until the job is done, regardless of how long it takes.  
 
The upcoming inflation data also look set to suggest that activity remains too firm. After a number of benign prints 
headline inflation is set to push higher. The consensus call is for a 0.5%moM gain – which would be the highest print 
since June 2022 and comes on the heels of prints of 0.1%MoM in November and -0.1%MoM in December. Core CPI is 
seen at 0.3%MoM for a second consecutive month, which is still too high for comfort. 
 
Next week’s data will easily slide into the narrative the growth is picking up in Q1 and that tightening to date has had 
limited impact. The Fed’s response is likely to be greater determination to keep policy tight, which in turn pushes any 
recession further into the future and suggests that the deep curve inversion will remain a while yet.          
        
            

US financial conditions have eased a lot…        …while consumer spending power remains elevated 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg (assumes 50bp hike from Riksbank) 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  
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presentation are confidential and proprietary and may not be passed on to any third party and are provided for informational purposes only. As a 

general rule you will not have a right to terminate early any transaction entered into – if you wish to do so, losses may be incurred by you Mizuho 

shall have no liability for any losses you may incur as a result of relying on the information herein or in any related presentation. 

 

The information contained in this publication may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic 
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any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  A recipient must complete its own independent analysis of the financial 

instrument, product or service and receive all information it requires to make its own decision, investment or otherwise, including, where applicable, 

a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memorandum describing such item. The information contained in this 

Publication has been obtained from public sources and such information is believed to be correct and reliable but has not been independently 
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